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®

BACKTRACK® Version 6.00.00
BACKTRACK 6 asset and inventory tracking software offers new
features and device support that make it easier than ever to track the
exact location, movement and usage of any item accurately and
efficiently.
This release note documents the fixes and corrections made in version
6.00.00.

New Features & Enhancements
•

Windows Vista 32-bit compatibility - The BACKTRACK application is
now compatible with Windows Vista 32-bit versions.

•

Improved restore process - The BACKTRACK restore process has
been redesigned in order to speed up restoration of large size backups on
non-FoxPro databases, avoid application "not responding" state and
display progress bar that reflects the restoration progress.

•

Check Out preauthorization enhancement - The BACKTRACK
application now verifies if a user has items checked out before the system
allows a user to continue checking out items. If a user tries to check out
an item but already has an item checked out that is overdue, a prompt
appears on-screen listing the overdue items with message "User
<username> has overdue items. Continue check-out?" A "Yes" button
completes the checkout and a "No" button cancels the transaction.

•

Ability to store label files in user-defined directories - Users now
have the ability to choose the directory where a label file will be stored
when a new label is created. Note that if a local path is specified, the label
file will not be available from other BACKTRACK network clients.

•

Ability to choose existing mapped network drive - Network client
installation now allows the user to choose an existing mapped network
drive where the BACKTRACK full version is installed.
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